Credo Reference is an easy to use tool for research projects and homework. A giant online collection that searches 830 encyclopedias, dictionaries, thesauri, quotations and subject specific titles as well as 300,000+ images and 1000 + videos.

Go to library.bju.edu and click on Online resources and then scroll down the page to Credo.

1. Enter your search term(s) in the “Search,” “Image Search” or “Concept Map.”

2. Click “Search.” Everything in the database is searched using the Search box.

3. Basic Search has a dropdown list of Basic, Image, Topic, or Mind map search.

4. “Mind Map” shows related terms, broader, and narrow terms connected by lines. Recent JAVA is required.

5. The topic page for pollination has images, links to related topics, links to reference book articles, and links to articles in the other Mack Library databases.

6. By choosing “Find a Book,” all 792 books are listed with their bibliographic detail.
1. Key the search terms in the field of choice, choose, the desired sort, limit to only headings, and / or limit your search by subjects, dates, and other features.
2. Power Search page shows ways to search this database that are unique to Credo Reference
3. Credo has a Search detail page in Help that shows screen shots of the Concept Map and how the search works in the

Clicking on Save for each item, the list of all items saved can be emailed, saved, exported, or printed. The information will contain the citation and links to the articles in Credo.
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